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1. Boyd's Store. A six bay brick, pre-Civil War house built in five row bond on a stone foundation. There are 2 inside end chimneys and a 3rd one about the middle of the ridge. The gable roof is slate. The house was built in two sections. The 3 bay east section of the front facade appears to be an independently built 3 bay house with a central door and inside end chimney. A window on the ground floor of the west gable and was a door as was a window in the rear facade of this section.

2. Jesse Brillhart House. The back section of the house was originally a 3 bay log, 2 story house built in 1851. The main frame section of the house was built at a later date. The chimney in the log section which served as the cooking area is built of stone half-way up and then brick capped. The house is a pleasant blend of two construction periods and styles.

3. The Benson House. A 5 bay, 2 story, gable roofed frame house. The house has been enlarged.


5. Jesse Brillhart Store. This building was built as a store ca. 1852 and fulfills today the same function. Of log construction, it is covered on three sides with unplanned west board and could well be original. The front facade is covered with novelty siding. A two story rectangular building, the gable with decorative beading on the garboard, faces the street with the double door entrance as the middle of three bays. The three bay shed roofed entrance porch with square chamfered posts, was added ca. 1900. An old postcard picture of the building does not show it. The entrance consists of double doors, each having a small wood bottom panel and a large top panel of glass. These large glassed openings can be protected by board and batten shutters that slide into wooden runners on the outside of the doors. The doors open inward so that when they are closed and locked, it is impossible to remove the shutters to break the glass. Inside, a large wooden bar with iron beading and handle fits across the doors. Above the doors is a four paneled transom. The front windows are 2/2 double sash. Others are 6/6 double sash which are the original. The fenestration is of short lintel construction with a bead and molded backboard. The ground floor windows also have board and batten shutters. The front window shutters are of double thickness. Closed, they are vertical board and batten, but when open, the boards are set diagonally. An iron bar hangs from one window jamb that is placed across the closed shutters. A large bolt is then passed through the shutter and the other window jamb and is secured on the inside. The west side door has a multi-paned window at the top and when closed is secured by the same type of sliding board and batten shutter as the front entrance doors. The side door is of double thickness construction and has two bottom panels below the glass on the outside but is of board and batten construction on the inside. The large box lock on this door has an attenuated recessed panel for the keyhole. A large decorative Victorian thumb latch lock secures the front entrance doors that are hung on decorative hinges. Not enough could be said in praise of the locks, bars, shutters, etc., that secure these windows and doors. The first floor interior of the store has been altered somewhat to meet the changing needs of a commercial establishment. It is now just one large room. The old counters were removed and new ones installed. One of the old counters is stored on the second floor and another is in the barn behind the store. The old counters are of vertical beaded board (about 4") construction with two large 1" thick...
tongue and groove joined pine boards for counter tops. These attractive counters are in very good condition. There were three counters in the ground floor room and one upstairs. The three downstairs were placed in a "U". Behind the counters were rows of wall shelves, some of which are still here, that displayed the goods and produce. Across the rear of the store is a platform area on one end of which is an office of plain vertical board construction and a sliding paneled-glass window. In the front of the store was a large pigeon hole desk, now stored in the barn. This area was the Bunker Hill Post Office until a new post-office building was built next door. Some of the flooring has been replaced which is to be expected with the hard use of a store area. There is both an interior and exterior stair access to the second floor. The interior access is in the NE corner and consists of wide, worn enclosed winder stairs. The first floor enclosure is constructed of beaded boards but that on the second floor is of rough planed boards. The two vertical-panel doors has a tortoise shell knob. This access is blocked so the exterior stair must be used. The second floor has three rooms that are partitioned with plain 8" board walls (no bead). Large room is in the front and two small are across the back. These have beaded room and beveled batten doors with tortoise shell knobs on box locks. One reads, "Patented May 5, 1863" and "June 7, 18...". The other lock reads "D.M. & Co. New Haven" (no dates). They are alike and are probably the obverse and reverse of the same lock. The window sashes are 6/6 double sash and are made with square pegs at the muntins and the beaded facings have a backband molding of a fillet and ovolo. The floors are 10" tongue and groove pine. Access to the attic is in the SE room and is a straight flight open riser stairs with a beaded stringer and no railing. The pegged rafter poles are certainly the original and the squarish brick chimney curves slightly to break the roof at the ridge. This chimney rises through the middle of the building and served stoves on the first and second floors. On the second floor the attic floor joists are exposed which adds a rustic air. The store has a heavy stone foundation with a shelf or platform made by extending the foundation wall inward. Most of the beams are hewn but a few still have some bark. The door is a large board and batten. This wonderful building more than qualifies for listing on the National Register of Historic Places on architectural value. The fact that it was originally built as a store, is still used as a store, and retains its floor plan, partitions, old stairs, security features, hardware, trim, floors, and nearly everything else would easily warrant such a listing. The Bunker Hill Store is in excellent condition. The garage is just behind. A small building, it was constructed ca. 1920, to house an early car which were much smaller than they are today. The garage roof has enclosed eaves. The windows are built in the lintel fashion with molded facings. The door is four-paneled and is a sliding door. The building is constructed of narrow rolled siding that is painted gold and brown. It is in good condition and has a neat appearance and is relatively unchanged. The small two story barn is constructed of weatherboard. A large double door on runners is the main entrance in the gable end. Above this is a board and batten door with a 2/2 double sash window on either side. These 2/2 windows were in another shop. The original windows in the barn were 6/6. A very nice sided bargeboard decorates the gable and is carried down the sides as an open cornice. On the ground floor are corn cribs. In the center open area are stored many interesting items dating from the burn-of-the-century. There are two outer sleighs and a regular two seater sleigh. A fancy Sunday buggy is in very good condition. The second floor has grain bins on each side. These bins are constructed of large horizontal beaded boards and are in
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excellent condition. A pulley system with a large wooden wheel is suspended from the rafters. This was used to lift and lower grain bags through a trap door. The floor is made of 1/4" pine boards. Rafters are smooth round logs with a ridge pole. On the second floor are stored several things from the early days of the Bunker Hill Store. Among them are the pigeon hole desk that was used as the post office; the "loafer's" benches that were outside the store on the porch and one of the long wooden counters. The two flight open riser stair that leads to the second floor is of heavy construction with well worn treads. This wonderful building was probably constructed ca. 1860 or before, and certainly qualifies for listing on The National Register.

8. Joel Ward Log House. The two story log house built ca. 1850 as a two story log house with one story with exterior stone chimney ca. 1875. A west bay was added and the ell was then raised to two stories behind the log house is an earlier log cabin which is a one and a half story log cabin covered with wide weatherboards. The east side of the building contains the main entrance which is composed of a one story, one bay shed roofed entrance porch, supported by two upright logs and a board and batten entrance door beside a small 6/6 double sash window.

9. Lamon House. A four bay, two story frame house with central brick chimney on the gable roof. The roof extends in the rear in "salt box" fashion. The house was constructed in at least two sections as there is a break in the weatherboarding between the first and second bays on the left side of the front facade. This is probably a remodeled pre-Civil War house. Demolished 1976.

10. North Music School. A four bay limestone two story building with a gable roof and measures approximately 42' wide x 24' deep. Except for a plain brick cornice, there is little exterior trim. It is a central hall plan with one room each side.

11. The blacksmith shop is a small 1 1/2 story, three bay stone building. The entrance door to the basement room is in the rear of the building where it is at ground level. The main floor is divided into two rooms with an attic space. Access to the main floor from the basement is by a ladder through a trap door. There is a small fireplace in the basement which was used mainly as the work area. The main floor has been divided into two rooms. The larger room is served by the small fireplace. This room has been paneled with narrow beaded boards laid horizontally. This building is in bad condition.

13. Lemon Log House. A two story log house three bays wide with gable roof. This house has been remodeled. Some of the logs have been exposed on the interior.

14. Samuel Cline House. This 2 story, gable roof house is "L" shaped, the front section being three bays by one bay and a three bay two story all, which has a two tiered West Virginia recessed porch on one side, extends to the rear. This very attractive house was built at the turn of the century.
15. The George Henson House is one and one half story bungalow. Has a double pile plan with a central rear hall and two rooms on the second floor. The house is constructed of stucco and has stick-style accents. Exposed decorated eaves highlight the roof line and triangular frame supports with pyramidal caps on the roof overhang at the gable ends. The house has the double gable front associated with bungalow houses and the stucco porch has the same decorative accents as the main house. The house was constructed ca. 1920.


17. Bunker Hill Methodist Church. A very handsome brick Gothic Revival building built ca. 1912 in six row common on a high stone foundation, the new Methodist Church is a cruciform plan. All fenestration is Gothic arched and have corbelled arched brick surrounds. The tower is tucked in the recess made by the juncture of the front (west) and south sections and has a pyramidal roof over round arched louvered belfry windows. The middle section is decorated by small bull's eye windows and brick dog tooth courses separate the different tower sections. The entrances have peaked tracery traceries over fine panelled doors. The outstanding feature of the church is the tracery windows. These large windows have three lozenge sections over three Gothic arched double sash windows under one large arched facing. They are magnificent. Those on the sides are further flanked by an additional 1/1 double sash arched window. Themes are in red circle glass and include Aladdin's lamp, Star of David, the crown and cross, sheaf of wheat, the ten commandments, the Alpha and Omega, and the anchor. Scenes are Christ knocking at the door and Christ as a shepherd. The memorial donor is etched in a red glass name plate at the bottom. Much of it is marbled and patterned glass in greens, ambers, violets, and blues. Seating is arranged in amphitheater fashion. The pews have foliated scrolled arm rests and Gothic arched panelled ends. Around the minister's station, which is furnished with Gothic pieces with a pierced quatrefoil motif, is an arched balustrade on small but full Corinthian columns. A large two story brick addition is on the rear of the church.

18. The Parsonage. The house is a two story, gable roof building of frame construction in the late Victorian Gothic style. It is covered with aluminum siding and, in the process, lost most of the "gingerbread" trim. In the entrance facade is the main entrance door and a large gabled bay window. There is no gable decoration. The one story entrance porch extends across the front with four round columns and two like pilasters and a balustrade of square spindles. The flat porch roof also carries a balustrade in a more decorative Chinese Chippendale design. The roof is of patterned slate and one corbelled brick interior chimney sits on the ridge. On the north side is a coupled window. Windows are 2/2, 1/1 double sash, and the bay has a multi-paned top sash/l. On the rear of the building was a large sun porch that has been enclosed and panelled for a den and utility area. The plan of the house is two rooms wide and two rooms deep with the entrance hall containing the main stairs in the front SW room. The open string stair goes to the second floor in two flights.
Two round turned spindles are on each step. The newel post is a large turned one with a knob. The original doors are four panel. Some of these remain but others have been replaced with unpaneled plain doors, very unattractive. The parlor contains the only fireplace. It has a very attractive mantel with a pierced design on the frieze. The interior trim is symmetrically molded with large corner blocks which have a pierced flower design. These projected above the doors but most were lowered as the ceiling was lowered. A picture of the house taken in 1899-1903 shows the gabled bay window and the small gable over the entrance bay. Both gables had a three section round arched window under a small open gablet. The entire entrance gable has been removed and the roof straightened. The three section window in the bay has been hidden with aluminum siding.

The Black row of Bunker Hill

19. Mt. Tabor Baptist Church. A one story gable roof building of frame construction (novelty siding) painted white with green trim on a stone foundation. The west gable end is toward the street. The entrance consists of two ladder panel doors with a white porcelain knob. To the right of the entrance is the program window. The trim is of full steel construction, plain with a cap molding and there are corner posts. The stairs are concrete. On the gable and down the sides of the building is a plain box cornice and frieze board, which has a clipped rounded corner on the gable return. A date block is in the foundation of the front SW corner that reads: Mt. Tabor Regular Baptist Church 1888. The date stone reads Mt. Tabor but the program window reads Mt. Tablor. The church is three bays long. A three bay addition of novelty siding was added to the rear making it a total of six bays. The addition sits on concrete blocks, not a full foundation. The outstanding feature of the building is the Gothic stained glass windows. These are set using plain wooden spandrels into the regular straight topped window frame which has a small decorative cap mold. Each of the three windows on each side is a stained glass window in this manner. These windows are double sash, the bottom sash being a full design of opaque colors of browns, greens, blues, and violets. The top Gothic arched window is divided into three sections with heavy wooden tracery. A vine motif is in the top two panels and the larger third panel contains a theme motif on a shield of a crown and cross, grapes, crossed keys, and others. This is a lovely building. All interior walls are fully wainscotted as is the ceiling with narrow beaded boards. The pews are of plain board construction with a small round cap mold on the back and top of the straight but gently sloping sides. The minister's station is a paneled Gothic Revival stand with chamfered edges. The floor is pine of four and five inch boards. The small graveyard is grown up with weeds.

20. and 21. are three bay houses with a gable roof and a small one bay, two story all both built in 1918.

22. A two story, two bay house of stucco with a small two story ell in the rear built 1930.

23. A small modern one and a half story, three bay bungalow with two large coupled window corners.
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24. A small two-story, three bay log house. The small windows are 2/2 double sash. A small six panel casement window is in the north gable beside an interior corbelled brick chimney.

28. A two-story, gable roof building in a restrained late Victorian Gothic style. The gable facade is the front of the building which is rectangular in shape and is two bays wide by three bays long. In the gable is a diamond window. A large entrance porch curves around the house on three sides.

29. New Presbyterian Church. This building was originally constructed in 1854 but during the Civil War it was used as a stable and heavily damaged. The church takes its present style from the 1879 rebuilding which was quite extensive. The arch motif apparent through the round-headed windows and their triple header brick arch lintels, the outside header arch being in relief as a drip mold, would identify this as a Romanesque Revival building, sometime also called the "Round Style." The building is constructed of brick laid in five row common bond on a stone foundation. The three bay sides of the building are highlighted by the arched 1/2 double sash windows which have a colored glass border in each sash. A plain or ice extends along the sides. In 1974, the rear addition was built extending the sides (in length) only an additional bay (to four bays). The addition is a two story one with a window on both the first and second floors. The roof was simply extended to cover. The entrance is in the east gable facade which also has a plain cornice with short returns. The main feature here is the tower pavilion that was added ca. 1900 to house the bell donated by Mr. Brown Lefevre. The tower was constructed to blend with the earlier style of the church but Gothic designs were experiencing a rebirth at this time so it is not surprising that along with Romanesque features, some Gothic features are also present. Again, there are round-headed windows but with plain 1/2 double sashes. The triple arch has been duplicated over the windows and main entrance. The corners have brick pilasters. The entrance consists of two, two-panel doors with regulation molding. A fanlight is above the entrance. On the second level is a three-section arched opening containing three double sash 1/2 plain windows with brick facings. One of these sash has frosted glass and another has amber. They were all probably tinted or treated originally in some way. Now, the rest are simply of plain clear glass. A dog-tooth brick course marks the second floor line around the tower. Above this in the tower gable is a round window with a header arch. On top of the tower roof rests the shingled base with splayed eaves that supports the belfry. The open square belfry has two arched openings on each side with a pierced railing. A scalloped cornice highlights the small hip roof of the belfry upon which rests a smaller hipped roof area with rectangular openings all crowned by a sawn wooden cornice. The entire building has a black shingle roof.

30. John Harley Miller House is a two story gable roofed building with a one story rear ell. It is frame construction of novelty siding. The one story ell is constructed of weatherboard and has a mixture of windows like the main house, built 1880.

31. The Mona E. Grantham House is a two story frame house with novelty siding and a hip roof of tarred slate. The two small brick chimneys rest just outside the hips. The front is three bays wide with a Victorian entrance porch of four turned posts that extends not quite across the house. A small two bay, one story addition is on the east side of the building. It was built in 1880.
32. Old Methodist Church. This particular type of rectangular church building with its typical fenestration has long been established as a true classic in American Greek Revival architecture. The entrance is in the two bay east gable end which is constructed of brick laid in Flemish bond and three bays of coupled 4/4 double sash windows highlighted the sides of the building which is built in five row common bond. The two bay rear gable wall has two 6/6 double sash windows with brick flat arches. Only the front and rear facades have not been altered. The building sits on a stone foundation. The cornice on the gable is heavy and plain with short returns in the classic style. A lovely brick dental cornice extends along the sides. The church was abandoned in 1912 and used as a school for a number of years and then turned into a gymnasium.
Bunker Hill is significant for its Civil War history, log buildings and black man. It is a rural village which just seven developed though several attempts were made. It is located on U.S. Route 14, the early old wagon road to Winchester, Va. At the crossroads of the old South Branch Road which runs from the Frederick County line to Smithfield (Middleway in Jefferson Co.). A further scenic advantage for development was the fact that it was located on Mill Creek amidst Berkeley County's less heavily populated hill area. Within a mile, for many years, were six mills. Most of the land here belonged to Gen. Elisha Boyd. For some 20 years (1820 to 1841) here General Boyd had a large industrial village, two mills, brick plant, cooper shop and in the 1830s he built a large brick building which was used as store. This architecturally outstanding building is the only one of its buildings which remains today. The east end of the district was developed by Joel Ward who owned the next mill east of Gen. Boyd's mills. In 1832 Joel Ward sold 1/2 acre to William Green and W. W. Myers for $10.00. Here the first store of the town was built. It was purchased in 1857 by Charles S. North who taught music. The building became known as the North Music School. Joel Ward built a log cabin and house. After his death in the 1850s this, along with other lots, were sold. Gen. Boyd deeded a lot to the Methodists along Unnamed Road to erect a meeting house in 1839. After his death in 1841 the Edgewood house and mill lot went to son, John Boyd, who made an attempt to develop a town. He sold off a few lots. Two outstanding buildings-the James Brillhart store and log house were erected. In 1854 he sold a lot to the Presbyterians to erect a church and a lot for a school which is no longer standing. After the Civil War John Boyd lost Edgewood Manor plantation. On April 1, 1855, Charles L. Faulmer sold 78 acres to Christian F. Leise. This was the start of the Edgewood land which lay on the east side of Route 11. Laise leased part of this land into lots. Leise had given a deed of trust on the land to Faulmer by 1859 both were dead. A suit was brought in Chancery and most of the lots were resold to pay the debt. The 9 most western lots had been sold off to the black people. On the two most eastern lots there had been established a cemetery and church. Even this was resold at a cost of $125.00 to the black Mt. Tabor Congregation Trustees. They had originally had purchased the lots for $125.00 from Christian Leise in 1855. This Black Street or Row is the best representation of the freed colored people in Berkeley County. This street was developed by the freed black man. A log house was built on each lot. Only one of these remains today. The row is still owned by black people and the church is an active church. Bunker Hill basically served a rural community-the area in the southeastern corner of Berkeley Co. has 3 stores (the Brillhart store in operation) and 2 churches - Methodist, Presbyterian and Episcopal (the Morgan Chapel is near the western edge of the town) and the black church. It had a horse and buggy school and a black school which has been turned into a house and is near the northeastern district line. One of the most important historical facts of the village is the part it played in the Civil War. Two of its most historic buildings are the Old Methodist Church and the Presbyterian Church. The Presbyterian Church was almost destroyed during the War with virtually just a shell of a building left. The Old Methodist Church building had many uses during the War. A copy of letter sent to the U.S. Government in 1869 asking for money to repair the church shows a verification of the great involvement of the Methodist Church building and Bunker Hill in the Civil War.
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"We the undersigned do hereby certify and swear that the M. E. Church at this place was used and destroyed by U. S. soldiers on or about the dates herein set forth, and by certain divisions of the army and officers as far as know to wit:

1st by General Pattersons forces Double Days Battery for 3 days middle of July 1861.

2nd by Gen. Wm. Banks Division about 5 to 10 of March, 1862, and used after as a hospital for 2 weeks after the army had passed up the valley, during which time most of the seats, pulpit, windows and doors were burnt for fuel. After the sick was removed it was used by cavalry men as headquarters while guarding U. S. wagon trains daily between Martinsburg and Winchester, Va. up to June 5, 1862.

3rd, Used from Jan 1, 63 to June 13, during Winter for stabling by one or two companies of Cavalry of General Milroy's forces, while occupying Winchester, Va., Commanded by Capt. Giason 12th Pa. Cav. Capt Duusse and Lieut. Sreeck of the 13th Pa. Cav.

4th By 1st Co. of Infantry of 116 Ohio Commanded by Maj. Morris at which time it was poaked full of port holes and used on June 11th against Gen. Jenkins, Rebel Forces. and was used after this date when necessary by cavalry guarding trains up to close of war.

J. H. Clendening
John Balenger, Trustees
Samuel Gold
David Pultz.

Sworn before C. J. Hanson, J.P.
Given under our hands date above, Nov 29, 1869
10 GEOGRAPHICAL DATA

ACREAGE OF NOMINATED PROPERTY

UTM REFERENCES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZONE</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EASTING</td>
<td>1574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORTHING</td>
<td>13526</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION

Beginning at the main crossroad, thence North along Winchester Pike 150 ft., thence East 400 ft., thence South 150 ft., thence East along it 500 ft., thence South 150 ft., thence West 500 ft., thence South along the back lines of lots 550 ft. to the southeast corner of the cemetery, thence West along it 350 ft., thence North 50 ft., thence West about 150 ft. to the east side of the Winchester Pike, thence along the east side north 250 feet, thence crossing the Pike and along a lot line west 150 feet, thence North along the cemetery fence 800 feet, thence North along the east side of the national road thence along it north 200 feet to the road, thence along it east 400 ft. to the beginning.

STATE CODE COUNTY CODE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>COUNTY</th>
<th>CODE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

11 FORM PREPARED BY

NAME/TITLE: Don G. Wood, Genealogist, Historian, Historic Archaeologist

ORGANIZATION: President, Berkeley County Historical Society

Chairman, Berkeley County Historical Landmarks Commission

STREET & NUMBER: Route 3, Box 79

CITY OR TOWN: Martinsburg, WV 25401

12 STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER CERTIFICATION

THE EVALUATED SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS PROPERTY WITHIN THE STATE IS:

NATIONAL ___ STATE ___ LOCAL ___

As the designated State Historic Preservation Officer for the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (Public Law 89-665), I hereby nominate this property for inclusion in the National Register and certify that it has been evaluated according to the criteria and procedures set forth by the National Park Service.

STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER SIGNATURE

TITLE

DATE

FOR NPS USE ONLY

I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THIS PROPERTY IS INCLUDED IN THE NATIONAL REGISTER

DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF ARCHEOLOGY AND HISTORIC PRESERVATION

ATTEST:

KEEPER OF THE NATIONAL REGISTER

DATE

GPO 488-445
BUNKER HILL GRIST MILL
MRS. PAUL K. GILES

OPERATED UNTIL 1954

ORIGINALLY 1785
BURNED 1820
1875—RE-BUILT

STONE FRAME STONE

STEEL BLUNNE

TAIL RACE

50'
40'

COVERED MILL RACE

MILL POND

52.2

.8 MILE

HISTORIC INVENTORY
OF STRUCTURES IN
BERKELEY COUNTY, W. VA.
1973-1974

F. SILVER, S.B.
11 DEC 1973
STEPHENSON'S TAVERN
NORTH SIDE, BUNKER HILL
WEST SIDE ROUTE 11, 100' NORTH OF MILL CREEK
OWNER: MR. & MRS. WM. VGOODHERS

TO MARTINSBURG

STONET HOUSE
35'

HAUNTED

MILL CREEK

HISTORIC INVENTORY
OF STRUCTURES IN
BERKELEY COUNTY, W. VA.
1973-1974